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FOOTBALL vm.sus spnuir
The time is here for the undergraduate to differehtiate kgtwcen

loot'llll as it is played on the gridiron, and college spirit as it is evid-
enced every day in the week.

Something, far more pathetic than the Syracuse victory on Sat,uoo'
was the outv.Pard and visible signs of defeat that were written on the
faces of some Penn State men when it appeared that Penn State's
battling team had no further chances for a victory.

A football team is only beaten when the college that it represents is
Lenten when its spirit is dead. It is not to be supposed that Penn
State spirit died for the brief interval of a few minutes when the
outlook seemed darkest

Penn State spirit imolves that enthusiasm which prompts men to
yell themsehes hoarse when the team loses as well as when it wins

But the spirit which is a part of this institution is not confined to
fcotball or any other branch of athletics It is a daily expression of
belief, confidence and support in Penn State ideals and traditions, in
Penn State athletic teams, in everything good that Penn State under-
takes

The Nittany spirit is not a momentary exhibitiori of cheering that
dies (lost!' when the game is won or when the campaign goal is

attained. Penn State spirit is not to be confused with the support that
is given a high school team when it triumphs over its most hated rival

The winning of the annual Thanksgiving Day football classic is
but a small matter compared with keeping the traditional spirit alive
at Penn State"' There is but one way to preserve the spirit for which
the Nittany institution is knrwn, and that is to put into daily, practice
those things which constitute spirit service, unselfishness, truthful-
ness, fairness, and a striving always to go "Higher Up."

The true Penn State spirit is devoid of waving banners and loud
proclamations from the grandstand Penn State spirit contains a
silent emotion that stirs the heart and strengthens the man It is that
unnoticeable devotion to Penn State which is never dead

WHY VOTE ?

It is true that a man only prepares himself while at college for
semen in afterlife Whatever knowledge a man acquires during his
lour or more years of academic training will be supplemented largely
b) the practical experience that he gains after he steps into the out-
:ale world

How well he has prepared himself to apply this knowledge to his
prat tical experience makes his curve of progress The college under-
e..aduate needs to develop along all Imes if he is to be successful.
This rnears that he must give some time and attention to the pressing
questions of the day. The presidential campaign is such a question
Coolidge and Dawes, Dusts and Bryan, LaFollette and Wheeler, how
will Penn State vote",

In this issue of the COLLEGIAN appears a presidential ballot which
may be clipped by the students and faculty and cast at the ballot boxes
located in the Agricultural, Liberal Arts, Old Main, and Engineering
buildings A box will also be located outside the COLLEGIAN office

Two ballots have been printed I n this issue for the convenience of
these students who are rooming together and who may have subscribed
lei only one paper Additional and separate forms may be obtained
at the COLLEGIAN office The polls will remain open until noon
tcmorrow after which time the boxes will be collected and a summary
of the vote prepared for publication in Friday's issue.

It will be noticed that a space has been allotted for the age of the
ester. It is absolutely necessary that this space be utilized so that a
potential estimate of the eligible voting strength of Penn State can
be determined In order to obtain a representative straw vote it is
requested that each student cast but one ballot It is altogether prob-
able that the results of this vote will find publication in the daily
newspapers of the country and Penn State wishes no misrepres-
entation

DON'T WORRY-WORK
An upperclassman was recently heard to remark, "What's the use,

quotes are coming and I'm not prepared." Then he wished that the
Christmas vacation period was four weeks nearer at hand It was
not that he couldn't master his work, for he had already survived two,years at college. He was not of the lazy type, he had simply begun
to worry.

It is at this time of the year that the conscientious student begins
to think about the coming quizzes and he prepares himself. The
quizzes arc inevitable, and no amount of worry will fore-stall them
Is is not better to prepare now and so eliminate the strain and anxiety
that unprepaiedness is sure tobring?

Lack of worry causes indifference, but a certain amount of well-
directed effort and enthusiasm can be massed B,s an effective counter-
attack for any quit. No student can go to bed with the cares of the
tint day weighing heavily on his mind, lose his sleep, and expect to do
justice to the day's work.

It is preached but not practiced, that the best schedule is that which
fully and completely prepares each day's work so that a review at the
culmination period is unnecessary. A good plan is to devote a numberal hours to study, get plenty of sleep and eat sufficiently to build up
icierve power. „A better, plan is. don't worry, work.

_ W. J DURBI,N;
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Fashionably smooth hair

This has cameo' the great
change in. the appearance
of men's hair ''

NTOU cannot go into a,
I. classroom, or a club, or a

fraternity house, without no-
ticing

Somchoss,:, college menhave
found a way to make the
hair, the moat conspicuous
part of the appearance, look
Supt as they, want it to look
at all times

then. left it drier mad more
brittle than ever. Small won-
der that they greeted Stacornb
withsuch instant erithusiasml,
Here at last was something
that would make thehair stay
I,n place without harmingit or
making it sticky and unnatu-
ral-looking

Today, the great change which
Macomb has brought about Es no.
tired everywhere. Men whose hairused to be outofplace an hour afterbeing brushed, men whose other-
wise correct appearance need tobe
spoiled by haw that was hopelesslyunkempt—today they keep their
hair constantly in perfect order.

It was not always so
Before Stacomb was intro-

duced, they tried countless
methods to make their hair
he smoothly and stay that way
—from old - fashioned po-
mades, whichonlymatted the
hair and made it greasy, to
plain water, which kept it in
place an hourat the most and

theStacombtomorrowmommg—-
apd look your best allday. A deli-
cate, mumble cream. Non-steaming
and non greasy. Injureand tubes,
at all drug and department stores.
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